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About This Content

The M-2000C is a multi-role, French-designed, 4th generation fighter. It was designed in the 1970s as a lightweight fighter and
in excess of 600 M-2000C aircraft have been built. The M-2000C is a single-engine fighter with a low-set delta wing with no
horizontal tail. It has excellent manoeuvrability given its relaxed stability and fly-by-wire flight control system. The M-2000C
also includes a multi-mode RDI radar that is capable of tracking and engaging targets at beyond visual ranges. In addition to

engaging other aircraft with cannon and missiles, the M-2000C can also engage ground targets with cannon, rockets and bombs.
The M-2000C is a perfect fit for the battlefields of DCS World!

We now bring an exacting simulation of the M-2000C to DCS World. The M-2000C is highly optimized to work within DCS
World and takes advantage of the Digital Combat environment that only Eagle Dynamics can offer.

Please note that the DCS: M-2000C, and all future DCS World DLC releases on Steam, will now use Steam Keys
instead of Starforce keys. As such, these purchases cannot be activated on the DCS World e-Shop version. Previous

purchases will not be affected.

Key Features:

Advanced flight model providing realistic performance and flight characteristics

Highly detailed 3D model and animations

Highly detailed and accurate 6 DOF cockpit with mouse-interactive controls
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Realistic modelling of aircraft systems including electrical, fuel, hydraulics, lighting, engine and navigation

High resolution 3D model and cockpit textures, including specular and bump mapping

Inflight programmable INS

Synthetic runway display on HUD

Realistic HUD and weapons systems including:

Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground cannon

Magic II and Super 530D Air-to-Air missiles

Matra rocket pods

CCIP and CCRP bomb delivery

Realistic afterburner and over-wing vapour effects

Numerous skins

Instant action and single missions
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Title: DCS: M-2000C
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RAZBAM Sims
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech,French,Simplified Chinese
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If you enjoy RPG Maker games, this one should not disappoint you. Story is rather simple and naive: there are two coexisting
places - powerful, rich kingdom and very poor village, that suffers from crop failure, which may cause dead by starvation to
many of its residents. Is it realistic? Not really, it's typical fairy tale. Story never explains how the kingdom is so rich and from
where they take food supplies (since, apparently, not from village, because they don't care about poor harvest).

The protagonist is a teenage girl, who try to change the whole system. She want to run in the elections, but she know, she
wouldn't win standard way, so she decide to use other rule - she want to challenge the best warriors from kingdom. To do that,
she herself need to collect a team of powerful friends.

You can control your character via mouse or by just keyboard - I decided to go with the second option (since it felt more
organic), but it has caused me problems few times - I could not get in to certain locations or collect items that were right before
me. You have map with the most important places. First few locations are rather simple and easy to navigate, though the later
ones are far to complicated and disorienting. If I hadn't use a little help and activate arrows that may guide you (which is kind of
a cheat, I guess), there were few important things that I would never find otherwise. Combat is not well balanced - in most of
fights you don't even need to use your special skills to win. It's bad because there are few more challenging fights at the end of
the game and if you hadn't experiment with your skills before, you may miserably fail.

Pros:
+ very good graphic
+ interesting characters
+ a lot of locations
+ nice music
+ leaves you curious about the next part

Cons:
- combat is not well balanced
- keyboard controls does not always work well
- it's very hard to find yourself in bigger and more complicated locations (even if you have arrows to guide you). If you need to
go back for something, it will be ages before you find yourself
- combat isn't rewarding - you don't get many special items and if you suddenly find yourself in the last location with the final
boss and you did not have money to get prepare or you just didn't buy enough things... Well, you're pretty much scr*wed, since
going back is really a pain.. Very very bad game!. 11/10 made me kill my familly,burn my house down and molest my dog.. I'm
blown away by how challenging and fun this game is. If you enjoy puzzle games, I think you'll enjoy it, too.. A ballance game-
like with better graphics. Still have some problems with non english translated content. Need russian language knowloge to play
:\/. A good quality game for an early access. Well recommended if you love the RTS genre. Also gives you a god feeling as you
control everything,. I have played this game offline way before i bought it on steam (sooner or later i'll lose the CD so i figured
"what the heck" and bought it here too), it is fun and can sometimes be challenging. If you can't compete with the competition,
buy their stock and take them over, or try to insert yourself into their supply chain, or buy their stuff and make better products.
The options are quite wide. I have tried Cap2 but i didn't enjoy it as much as this game.

If you want superb graphics and sound, this may not be for you.. Couldn't pick up items in VR, my friend had to solve most of
the puzzles due to this bug. 1708 achievements in 1 hour.

It's an easy indie arcade game. Cool for relaxing.
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I recomend buying the bundle with all 3 games included.

Note: Zup! 3 is supposed to be the harder game.
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Not an easy game .... The story is not bad.

U need to use your mind sometimes to take over on enemys.

The ship control is hard for the first time but after an hour gameplay u will get used to it.

An another important thing that the dev still working on this game... I like it :)

If u can catch it on sale... Grab it straight !!!

I miss some stuff : enemy just shows up.... Not appearing from a wormhole or hyper space...

The saving - loading time is a bit long... (No I am not running this game on a toaster ) (and an another thing... if u load up your
saved game.... Something always changes in the space universe... )

It would be nice to sit in the drones and control them from the cokpit. :)

More ship upgrades please!! More "playgrounds " :)

Thank you for updating this game continously!!. A simple game for a simple person, that lets auto piolet do its thing.. One
word:RAGE. The strange set of colors and odd dialog put this game in a weird sort of place which while I'd want to associate it
with a darker theme it ends up oddly happy go lucky?
Maybe its the music but its hard not to enjoy the mix of weird and upbeat imagery and music.
Controls could also use some touching up as I have to remember not to use my secondary without first letting go of my primary
fire and reaiming. Its a minor issue that I easily got around but some might find it frustrating at first while learning how to deal
with the bosses.
Once I learned their patterns and most enemy rooms I found myself breezing through the game and if anything having trouble
seeing some projectiles as everything brightly glittered with all the abundant colors and animations on display.
It does give the game some atmosphere which end up weird but enjoyable.
The game is worth a try at the least and can be a good challenge starting out.
I do find myself wishing for more but what I had was presented well, flowed well and over all enjoyable.
Theres just sort of a strange charm to it and it gets things right by adding some good varity and giving small hidden objects or
small secrets to find in each randomized map.
So ya, give it a shot, its worth the price.

Oh and try the code BUTT-BUMS in the seed entry option. I know immature but I it ended up making a nice map to practice
with.. This is Max Payne levels of effed.. Preaty average game made worst by spelling mistakes.. sausage party+men only
world=meh. Adorable art style and relaxing gameplay. <3
. My only complaint is that when trying to pick something up, my mouse randomly becomes unresponsive. As someone who
spends his whole life on his computer, I can say with certainty that this issue only happens to me when playing this game, so it's
not a mouse issue.

Other than that, this is my favorite Child Abuse Simulator.
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